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I.

 " I  AM".

I AM Life. I live in all bodies and constantly inspire them to fulfill 
My Will. I inspire to write this message, which is for those who can accept
it. I know all the secrets. What I have shown in this file has a hidden or if 
its own meaning for each reader. If your inner heart does not notice the 
wonderful truths written, make sure your brain understands the meaning. 

Don't think that the Word of Life is not interesting. Does your body shake 
when you touch what is Heavenly? Does your blood flow faster and tears 
gush from your eyes as you are revived by earthly impressions, how much 
deeper and more powerful will the currents that happen when I place my 
hand on your heart? 

Don't be afraid of the words of Life! It frees you from a sense of 
complacency, destroys you, your complacency shows you that you have 
unknowingly rejected Me all the time and humbles you to be destroyed in 
the dust. Fear is a lack of trust. If you don't believe Me, who will you 
trust? Do you want to trust your father, mother, brother or sister?After all, 
sometimes it seems to you that everyone is selfish; but know that they are 
still doing only my will. Have you noticed that they have betrayed your 
trust, that they expect something from you that you cannot give them? 
Don't blame them! Only they help Me to bring you a completely devoted 
to Me. 

You do not have to worship Me, because in your heart is what is ONE with
Me. But if you sincerely worship God or a divine man, or something 
heavenly, earthly, or hellish, then you unknowingly worship only Me. Do 
you have an ideal? It's Me. Do you have any love? It's Me. 
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You do not have to believe the Word of Life, but you must feel My 
Presence in your heart. I have given you the brain to ask, analyze and deny.
Don't be afraid to use it! Don't be afraid to discuss, yes, even deny.

Here you will read that I am Almighty and that I always do my Will. May 
you intend to penetrate into the Saints Mysteries of My Revelation, or if 
you listen to another impulse, reject and ignore My message, you know 
that both impulses come from Me and are sent to you so that they can 
attract you to what seems best. 

If you think that this book is not inspired by Me, then you can be sure that 
it does not mean anything authoritative for you, but only what you 
consider it to be. 

If you are offended that they claim authority over everything that happens, 
know that such a transgression is divine and that I have put it in your heart 
to do My Will. I do all things well, and it would be good if you did not 
accept this book as from some authority; consider only the way My Voice 
speaks in your heart as authority. 

In all the writings and lectures of any language, only My Voice can be 
heard. What does not challenge you is not My Voice at all; Mine is the 
only thing that encourages you to resist or submit. 

I live and I love in your body. If you say "I am" or "I love", then it is I 
who speak. If you say "I have" or "I need" or: "I believe"; then it is 
selfishness that speaks for itself. Selfishness, however, must die with all its
possessions, with its claims and preconditions, but I AM Forever, 
Immortal. 

You have a body, but you are not your body. You are aware of your own 
existence, but you are not your consciousness. You are not a body, you are 
not consciousness. So what are you? you can't say what you are. But now 
I'm going to show you the First Mystery. You are Me, Myself. You are one 
with Me. 
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Yes, you are the God of the gods, the creator of the worlds, the beginning 
and the end, the omnipotence, the triune glory, Life, Truth and Love, that 
you blessedly allowed them to make your body their abode. Your body is 
My Temple, where I dwell and by whom I express My Will.

At the right time, you will feel the ubiquity of "I AM" and "I LOVE" in 
your heart. Then you will know that you are Mine, that your mouth utters 
My words, that your heart is beating on the Divine impulse, that I live in 
you. 

You may now think that you are an independent soul, but then you will see
in your heart the open heavens and you will see that there is only Me and 
that there is no soul or spirit other than Me. 

You say: 

“Is there none but God? So what am I? "You won't talk like this later, 
because this mystery will be revealed to you." 
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II.

" ALL IS GOOD." 

I have perfected your body in a special way to become My suitable home. 
The ranks of generations of the body gradually strengthened the body 
system, so that your body could now realize My Presence. Your current 
improvement was preceded by a number of bodies, each of which 
somehow strengthened the body system and fought weakness. This has 
happened until the present, when you accept Me, I will allow your body to 
realize My Presence. 

I have led you in a special way, using every suitable influence to develop 
such bodies that would only invoke My Will and submit. For if I would not
harden your heart to wail by oppression, and if I would not allow you to be
tempted and sin (as you thought) and if I did not feed you the poisoned 
fruit of a forbidden tree called "knowledge of good and evil"? Yes, I did 
all this to cultivate the properties in the forms and organs of the bodily 
shells that would make them inaccessible to this poison. 

The false "knowledge of good and evil" has plagued the blood of My 
humanity, My body, for years. But to you who can wake up from the 
dream of evil caused by this poison, the Second Mystery is to be revealed. 
The words of the Second Mystery are well known, and many use them to 
perform miracles; but therefore you should not miss them easily. Although 
many have healed various diseases with these words and yet have never 
known their true meaning, I write in your heart these words: "Everything 
is good!" And this is the Second Mystery. Are you saying there's no 
mystery? When you know that Everything is good, you will know Me. 
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